Mathematical Sciences Division Curriculum Committee Agenda
September 29, 2015
1) Planning & Block Grants
2) Course Reviews for:
Math 120 - No existing C-ID for this course. The following changes were made:



Removed topics (representing 4 hours of lecture): Non-Euclidean geometry, Perspectives,
Tessellations, Polygons and Stars & Fractals
Hours added to: Voting Theory (2 hours), Finance (1 hour) & Probability (1 hour)

Math 150 - Changes to satisfy C-ID. No actual content changes, just more details and wording.


Much more detail added to course outline.

Math 165 - Changes made to satisfy C-ID requirements - only wording changes, because the topics
were already listed, but not clearly stated (to the non-math reviewer).



Marginal Analysis was listed, but the wording was changed to: Marginal analysis including
margin revenue, cost & profit.
Applications of Derivatives was listed, but changed to: Use derivatives to find increments, rates
of change and tangent lines

Math 270 - The Objectives and Outline of Subject Matter were substantially reworded and some topics
were clarified to satisfy the state C-ID requirements. Also, assessment methods were updated.

3) In Progress:




New Courses:
o Computer Science: Python & Android Programming
o SMA Courses
Course Reviews:
o Computer Science – all courses

4) Deadlines:



Oct 5th is the first time for our Division to submit Course Reviews to the CCC, so we will also be
voting at the Dept meeting.
Nov. 3rd is the last time to submit Course Reviews for our Division (and for the semester)
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EL CAMINO COLLEGE
Mathematical Sciences Division Curriculum Committee
September 29, 2015
Present: Sue Bickford, Carl Broderick, Greg Fry, Milan Georgevich, Anna Hockman, Ken Key, Lars
Kjeseth, Natalie Koch, Gayathri Manikandan, Trudy Meyer, Catherine Schult Roman, Greg Scott,
Ambika Silva, Jacquelyn Sims, Satish Singhal

Course Reviews for:
Math 120





Probability increased from 10 hours to 11 hours; Finance increased from 10
hours to 11 hours; and Voting Theory increased from 7 hours to 9 hours.
These changes were made because it aligns better with courses from
neighboring schools.
The Voting Theory and Finance component is more useful and relevant to
students.
L. Kjeseth moved to approve the changes. M. Georgevich seconded. All were in
favor. Changes to Math 120 were unanimously approved.

Math 150





Most of the changes made to Math 150 were clarification items; no content
changes were made.
The previous course outline wasn’t as detailed as needed and didn’t contain all of
the C-ID items.
The update was made to satisfy C-ID.
S. Bickford moved to approve the changes. L. Kjeseth seconded. All were in
favor. Changes to Math 150 were unanimously approved.

Math 165






The update was made to satisfy C-ID.
The original plan is to phase out Math 161 by spring 2016, but it may be carried
out through fall 2016 at the latest.
T. Meyer moved to approve the changes. S. Singhal seconded. All were in favor.
Changes to Math 165 were unanimously approved.
The curriculum committee is working on making the articulation work for the
Business AS-T degree.
Recommendation for CM 2 to wait on inactivating Math 160 in case any problems
surface.
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Math 270




Math 270 was reworded in order to satisfy C-ID.
The type of assessments were also updated to include quizzes, essays, and
homework problems.
S. Bickford moved to approve. L. Kjeseth seconded. All were in favor. Changes to
Math 270 were unanimously approved.

In Progress:




New Courses:
 The Python course has been sent out for consultation.
 G. Scott will submit Andorid programming for consultation.
 The SMA courses have also been submitted for consultation. Malinni Roeun is
working on the recommendations that were given.
Course Reviews:
 All of the CS courses need to be reviewed.

Deadlines:


Curriculum requires a vote through CurricUNET, however, the Math Division also needs
record of votes so a ballot will be distributed at the next department meeting.

Announcements:


Ken Key/Counseling: There will be significant changes in the way the CSU reports
placement scores starting next year. K. Key is suggesting that the Math Department hold
an advisory on student clearances based on these placement scores.
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